
Built to resist

WEAR RESISTANT SOLUTIONS



PANZERCROM® ensures the reduction of stop periods and repairs in the most diverse branches of 

industry with individual welding alloys developed for different types of wear. We see it as a our task 

to achieve the optimal capacity utilization of your plants by the development and manufacture of 

highly wear resistant parts.

External influencing factors such as continuosly changing variations in temprature, corrosion and 

wear will destroy the surface of a tool and lead to considerable extra costs and losses of production 

as far as total standstill. We offer individual tailor-made solutions to you because of our experience 

and research in the area of highly wear-resistant surface of claddings of more than 20 years.

PANZERCROM® is leading innovator and producer of hardfaced wear plates and tubes used to 

combat various type of wear. Our wear plates are engineered to withstand the demands of high 

impact and / or high abrasion conditions found in metal to metal or metal to earth applications 

that may also be accompained by high tempratures.

Yenerer Kaynak Malzemeleri is founded in 1994 and created hardfacing products and services 

with PANZERCROM® brand name. Today PANZERCROM® continues to lead innovations in wear 

plates & tubes and has grown to be a world class supplier to industries and companies.

PANZERCROM® offers complete engineering and laboratory services to ensure high standards of 

quality control as well as custom metallurgy and product development.
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Product and Services

1 3

2 4

PANZERCROM ® Wear Plate
& Fabricated Wear Components

PANZERCROM ® Coating & Repair Service

Hardpipe®  Wear Resistant Tubes    Welding consumables

PANZERCROM® composite wear plates composed of a weldable steel base 

plate and extremely wear resistant coating which is deposited continuously 

with a unique ‘Add-in’ automatic welding process. Coatings contain chromium 

carbides, tungsten carbides, complex carbides and borides (which are 

related to group Fe14, Fe15, Fe16 according to EN 14700) depending on the 

application conditions and expected service life.

One of the major activities of PANZERCROM® is re-furbishment of severely worn 

parts of crusher and grinding mill components. Also PANZERCROM® supplies 

repair and maintenance special alloyed welding service with its competent 

technical team.

PANZERCROM® HARDPIPE® is developed for very small diameters which 

cannot be bended from as welded wear plates which provides exceptional 

wear resistance for abrasion and erosion. HARDPIPE® consist of a weldable 

seamless mild steel tubes which internally / externally hardfaced starting 

from the inner diameter of 80 mm.

PANZERCROM® offers full service of wear protection and repair solutions 

also with its welding consumables product range. Specially developed stick 

electrodes and flux cored wires for hardfacing and repair & maintenance.

High quality and customized wear protection 
solutions from one source.PANZERCROM® provides specialized manufacturing and welding capabilities, allowing us to offer 

unique methods of operation for the refurbishment of worn parts or the manufacture of new 

components incorporating Panzercrom’s proprietary wear resistant materials. This provides our 

customers with significant benefits, including longer service life and less downtime, resulting in 

greater productivity.

PANZERCROM® is a leading specialist in the manufacture and refurbishment of hardfaced 

components which are used in power plants, cement, steel&iron, mining industries. It provides a 

single source access to all aspects of engineering, delivering tailor made solutions for all types of 

wear problems and application requirements.
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Sustainable Quality

PANZERCROM® has its own in-house laboratory for the realization of new and improved welding 

alloys and for the constant supervision of the current production.

With the establishment of the DIN EN ISO 9001 and DIN EN ISO 3834-2 PANZERCROM® documents 

meets with the requirements of the market. All raw materials processed for the production are 

checked carefully and recorded as the semi-finished or finished products by a software system 

for traceability.

Quality is a process starting with the incoming raw 
material inspection and going by step through the whole 
production and even continuing after delivery.

ISO 9001
Quality
Management
System

EN ISO
3834-2
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Wear Plates
PANZERCROM® composite wear resistant plates consist of a steel backing 
plate on which a very hard wear resistant alloys are deposited using a 
unique PANZERCROM® ‘ADD-IN’ cladding process. This hard alloys may 
contain chromium carbides, complex carbides, tungsten carbides and /
or metal borides of extreme hardnesses depending on the application 
conditions and expected service life. 



Add-in Process
PANZERCROM® wear plates are produced with specially devolped production technique “Add-in 
Process”. This provide us to ensure alloy content and hardness of the sectional pure weld metal.

The biggest disadvantage of 

conventionally produces wear 

plates (metal-arc, submerged 

arc, cored wire) is dilution with 

the backing base material of the 

wear plate. As for less energy in-

put is required with Add-in pro-

cess the dilution (loss of alloy 

elements) reduced dramaticly 

and proportion of carbide form-

ing is increased.

With perfectly stable and 

controlled production pa-

rameters of Add-in process 

it enables us or end user to 

bend PANZERCROM® Wear 

plates easily to 240 mm ra-

dius for 5+3 wear plates.

One of the most impor-

tant advantage of this 

process is less energy is 

required for the fusion 

penetration. Less energy 

input reduces penetration 

and lower (not weak) pen-

etration has some other 

further advantages.

Hardness can be easliy con-

trolled with Add-in process and 

PANZERCROM® Wear Plates are 

produced and sold by sectional 

hardness avarage of the clad-

ding but not the surface hard-

ness.

This technique allows us to 

get a very smooth surface 

especially between the weld-

ing beads which are gener-

ally accepted as the most 

weak area of the wear plates 

and increase the service life.

Avoided dilution and in-

dependently increased 

/ decreased alloys ena-

bles PANZERCROM® Wear 

Plates to have homoge-

neous microstructure 

sectionally of the clad-

ding thickhness.

Advantages of PANZERCROM® Add-In Process

Reduced 
Dilution

Easy Cold 
Forming

Less Energy
Input

Increased and
Homogeneous
Hardness

Smooth Cladding 
Surface

Homogeneous
Microstructure
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PANZERCROM® Wear plates
PANZERCROM® CCr455 
Chromium Carbide Wear Plate
C , Cr Alloyed, 58 – 60 Hrc

PANZERCROM® CCr466
Special Alloyed High Chromium Carbide Wear Plate
C ,Cr  Alloyed, 60 – 62 HRc

PANZERCROM® CrNb467
Chromium and Niobium Carbide Wear Plate
C ,Cr ,Nb ,B  Alloyed, 62-63 HRc

PANZERCROM® CCr466Ti
Titainium Carbide Wear Plate
C ,Cr ,V,Ti  Alloyed, 64 - 67 HRc 

PANZERCROM® 500
Complex Carbide Alloyed Wear Resistant Plate
C ,Cr ,B,V ,W  Alloyed, 63 – 65  HRc

PANZERCROM® 550
Special Alloyed Wear Resistant Plate
C, Cr, V  Alloyed, 64 – 67  HRc

PANZERCROM® 600
Complex Carbide Alloyed Wear Resistant Plate
C, Cr, V, Nb, 64 – 68  HRc

PANZERCROM® 650
Complex Carbide Alloyed Wear Resistant Plate
C, Cr, Mo, Nb, V, W  Alloyed, 63 – 65  HRc

PANZERCROM® Impact II
Impact Resistant Wear Plate
55 – 57 HRc

PANZERCROM® Impact III
Impact Resistant Wear Plate
56 – 58 HRc

PANZERCROM® Friction
Work Hardening Wear Plate
Hardness: app. 180 - 200 HB
Work hardened: app. 400 HB

* Hardness rates are according to DIN EN  32525-4 1312



Standard Dimensioned Wear Plates
PANZERCROM® Wear Plates can be produced with 3 mm to 15mm of a hardfacing layer on 3mm 
- 150 mm base material. Besides below standard dimensions tailor made as welded plates can 
be produced according to your need for minimum loss of hardfaced area.

Model 800 x 1800 900 x 1900 1400 x 2900 1400 x 3400 1850 x 2900 1850 x 3400

3 + 3 

4 + 3  

5 + 3  

6 + 4     

6 + 6     

8 + 5     

8 + 8     

10 + 5     

10 + 10     

12 + 5     

12 + 12     

15 + 5     

15 + 10     

20 + 5     

25 + 5     

Base Materials for PANZERCROM® Wear Plates
 Δ S235JRG2 (RSt37-2)

 Δ S355J2G3 (St52-3)

 Δ QSTE 380TM (1.0978)

 Δ 16Mo3/15Mo3 (1.5415)

 Δ 13CrMo44 (1.7335)

 Δ Naxtra70 (S690QL)

 Δ HII (P265GH)

 Δ AISI 304 L (1.4306) 

 Δ AISI 309 (1.4828)

 Δ AISI 3130 (1.4841)
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HARDPIPE®
Internally and/or externally hardfaced small diameter seamless mild steel 
tubes. 80mm to 300mm internall diameter after hardface cladding.



Internally And Externally 
Hardfaced Tubes
PANZERCROM® HARDPIPE® is specially engineered in order to combat wear on the internal 
surfaces caused by circulating abrasive particles inside the equipment used for material 
transfer in various industries. It is composed of a weldable mild steel seamless tube and highly 
alloyed wear resistant hardface weld claddding. PANZERCROM® HARDPIPE® offers different 
types of hardfacing alloys according to the wear type and heat. Tubes with 90 mm internal 
diameter can be produced in 3000 mm in one single piece.

Advantages of PANZERCROM® HARDPIPE®

Helically 
Hardfaced

No Wearing 
Risk Between 

Welding 
Beads

Lightweight

No Chip off Risk 
of Cladding 

on Moderate 
Impact

Perfectly 
Round 
Shape

Easy to 
Join
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PANZERCROM® HARDPIPE® Sizes
PANZERCROM® HARDPIPE® developed in high research and development process for different 
industries. We provide a lot of different size HARDPIPE®s for different industries. PANZERCROM® 
HARDPIPE® developed in high research and development process for different industries. We 
provide a lot of different size HARDPIPE®s for different industries.

Outer Diameter Wall Thickness Cladding Thickness Lenght (max)

114 6 mm 3 mm 3000 mm

114 6 mm 4 mm 3000 mm

139 6 mm 4 mm 3000 mm

168 6 mm 4 mm 3000 mm

168 6 mm 5 mm 3000 mm

219 6 mm 4 mm 3000 mm

219 6 mm 5 mm 3000 mm

273 6 mm 4 mm 3000 mm

273 6 mm 5 mm 3000 mm
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Wall Thickness Cladding Thickness

HARDPIPE®
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Coating and
Repair 
Services



PANZERCROM® Coating and 
Repair Services
According to our customers needs and specifications Panzercrom offers an exellent service:
Regenerations and hardfacing of components by custom-made PANZERCROM wear solutions 
for many industries.

 ∫ Roller Presses
 ∫ Primary and 

Secondary
 ∫ Crushers
 ∫ Vertical Mill 

Grinding
 ∫ Components
 ∫ Rotary Kilns

 ∫ Sinter Crushers
 ∫ Continuous 

Casting Rolls
 ∫ Steel Mill Rolls
 ∫ Fans

 ∫ Primary and 
Secondary

 ∫ Crushers
 ∫ Cone Crushers

Cement Industry 
Service

Steel
Industry

Mines and 
Quarries
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Cement
Industry



Cement Manufacturing Industry
Our modern world is inconceivable without cement. It is the basic building material for the most var-

ied construction tasks. Cement is the most important component for manufacturing concrete. The 

production is a demanding process involving a number of processes and machines. Efficient, reliable 

equipment is an important requirement for cost-effective cement production. Wear Plates that is just 

as efficient and reliable is part of the ma chin ery. For this reason, the operators and planners of cement 

plants on all continents trust PANZERCROM® Wear Resistant Solutions. You increase the productivity 

of your cement plant using wear resistant solutions from PANZERCROM®. Our solutions fit your re-

quirements exactly. Your machines operate over their entire lifetime with a high degree of availability.

PANZERCROM® can refur-

bish or replace parts of the 

classifier which are worn 

away by erosion caused by 

the small particles within the 

high speed circulating gases 

inside the separating zone.

PANZERCROM® is able to 

supply or redesign the sep-

arator and manufacture new 

components using our wear 

plates

PANZERCROM® product 

specialists have developed 

unique techniques for pro-

tecting crushers against 

abrasion and impact

PANZERCROM® can sup-

ply turnkey constructions or 

wear plates for construction 

of crusher housing to protect 

surfaces against severe con-

ditions.

PANZERCROM® has expe-

rience in all types of pro-

cessing equipment includ-

ing gyratory crushers, jaw 

crushers, hammer crushers 

and impact crushers.

Primary and 
secondary 
crushers

Vertical Roller Mill Cellular Wheel

Grinding Mill Discharge Ring

Dynamic and 
Static Classifiers

The casing and rotor of the 

fan can be protected from 

problems caused by failure 

of blades, impeller fatigue 

and other problems such as 

corrosion, erosion or issues 

with variable speed using 

PANZERCROM® wear plates.  

These wear plates consist 

of a steel plate and hardfac-

ing applied by arc welding, 

which exhibits a refined mi-

cro structure with a high vol-

ume of carbides.

Our solution is able to with-

stand an abrasive dust, cor-

rosive gases and fumes 

which are removed from the 

sintering process using fans

Fans - Vantilators 
Wear Solutions

Welding maintenance of 

quarrying and earthmoving 

equipment such as power 

shovels, bulldozers, loaders, 

graders is best performed 

with stick electrode for join-

ing or hardfacing fromPAN-

ZERCROM® when high per-

formance is required. 

PANZERCROM® Wear Plates 

widely used to produce wear 

resistant surfaces in buck-

ets, chutes, sieves or wash-

ing drums, and are pre-

cut, shaped and fabricated 

to enable a rapid exchange 

to wear parts and minimal 

downtime of high capital 

cost equipment.

Quarrying and 
Earthmoving

PANZERCROM® ®  manufactures tailor made wear components for 

Vertical Roller Mills for ce-

ment industry. Here 

is one of our ap-

plication man-

ufactured with 

PANZERCROM® ® 

CCr466 special al-

loyed high chromium car-

bide content wear plate for Polysius Roller Mill.

PANZERCROM® manufactures tailor made wear 

resistant solution for 

our customer de-

mands on the 

field. Instead of 

soft structural 

carbon steel or 

brinell hardened 

steels, special-

ly alloyed PANZER-

CROM® Cr466 + PANZERCROM® 

600 perfectly worh through abrasion wear 

environment.
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Cement Manufacturing Industry

PANZERCROM® HARDPIPE®  

very small diameter internal-

ly and externally hardfaced 

seamless tubes.

PANZERCROM®HARDPIPE®  

can be supplied as bended or 

segmented elbows.

PANZERCROM®HARDPIPE® 

seamless hardfaced tubes 

diameters are starting from 

90mm internal diameter af-

ter cladding.

PANZERCROM® has developed a family of wear plates to suit the 

working temperature and aggressive environment within the vertical 

mill. The original parts supplied do not have a long lifetime and have 

to be replaced, particularly once a wear pattern has been established 

– the parts quickly deteriorate which leads to leakages through the 

mill body.

PANZERCROM® Wear plates can be supplied fabricated ready to fit 

or as standard plates to protect the internal lining of the vertical mill

Our process allows us to bring the geometry of air flow rings and dam 

rings back to the original dimensions which results in higher efficien-

cy of the mill

Raw Material and 
Coal Transport

Air Flow and 
Nozzle Rings

Independent laboratory tests 

show wear resistance of 

PANZERCROM®  wear plate is 

3 times higher than abrasion 

resistant steel plates cyclone 

separator shells are usually 

made of. 

This offers better protection 

against local abrasion and 

corrosion which cause se-

vere wear.

Our wear plates can be cut 

to the required dimensions, 

shaped and installed on site 

to existing equipment.

We offer the best product 

for the working environment 

to give the best protection 

against wearing factors

Cyclone 
Seperator Wear 
Solutions

PANZERCROM® IMPACT II and III plate, contains extremely hard, fine-

ly dispersed titanium carbides in a high chromium martensitic ma-

trix.  It has been produced for heavy duty equipment, mainly in quar-

rying, for parts like hoppers and chutes to resist against impact, high 

pressure and abrasion

More resistant than standard quenched and tempered abrasion - re-

sistant steel plates, PANZERCROM® IMPACT Plate can be manufac-

tured in standard dimensions or made to measure/

We can refurbish used parts or fabricate new parts using our wear 

plates to fight against any harsh environment

Hopper and Chute 
Wear Proteciton
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Iron & Steel 
Industry



Iron & Steel Industry
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Mining
Industry



Mining - Quarries - Earth Moving
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Coal Fired 
Power Plants



Coal Fired Power Plants
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WEAR RESISTANT SOLUTIONS

,,BUILD TO RESIST’’

Headquarters & Production Facilities
ITOB Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 1005 Sk. No:34 Menderes-Izmir TURKEY

ITOB Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 1006 Sk. No:9 Menderes-Izmir TURKEY

+90 232 459 58 77 

+90 232 459 58 47

info@yenerer.com 

www.yenerer.com

Panzercrom Verschleiß Technik GmbH
Sales Office & Warehouse

Hans-Böckler-Str 40 DE-40764 Langenfeld NRW
info@panzercrom.de 
www.panzercrom.de

+49 (0) 2173 84981 19 
+49 (0) 2173 84981 20

Yenerer Kaynak Malzemeleri Sanayi Dis Tic. Ltd. Sti.

09
-2
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